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STAND UP PADDLING
One of the fastest growing segments of paddlesports, every day more and more people around the world are hopping on stand up boards and
heading out to enjoy the water. From ﬁtness to family fun, from surﬁng waves to racing long distance, stand up has a broad appeal for anyone with
access to lakes, rivers, or oceans. SUP involves standing on a large, wide board and paddling with a long, one-bladed paddle to propel oneself
forward and turn the board when necessary. SUP offers enthusiasts an excellent core workout and the sport has grown in popularity among ﬁtness
fans with access to safe waters. Some surfers have converted to SUP because of its versatility. Stand up paddle boarding offers surfers the ability
to catch more waves in a set, as well as have a better view of incoming sets. Original stand up boards were made like a surfboard, with epoxy
resin and ﬁberglass around foam core. However, many companies are coming out with rotomolded plastic designs to offer more durable boards.
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NEW FOR 2012

NAISH - NALU 10’10’’ WOOD
The Nalu 10’10’’ features a radical multi-concave bottom shape that
channels the water nose to tail. At 32’’ wide, with a low nose rocker
and progressive tail rocker, the Nalu 10’10’’ paddles amazingly fast
and straight for such a short, wide board. As an all-around, doeverything board, the Nalu 10’10’’ is great in small surf, for touring,
paddling tandem or packing camping gear or a cooler and heading
down river. Construction: Sandwich Wood, also available in AST
construction, Fin set-up: US 10.5

SPECS:
Length: 10’10’’ - width: 32’’ - volume: 201 l - thickness: 4 ¾’’
www.naishsup.com

NEW FOR 2012

F2 - SUP HD
The SUP HD is our newest toy for everyone! Whoever wants to have
unlimited fun on the water in all kinds of surﬁng spots needs to have
one of these. Whether you are longboard surﬁng, SUP paddling
or wave surﬁng, the SUP HD has it all. With the short and wide
shape concept and the high-resistant skin, the board has proven
its durability and its ﬂexibility in transportation as the board ﬁts in
most vans. The big volume of the board not only helps beginners to
improve their skills in paddling quickly but also keeps paddlers high
and dry above the waterline.

SPECS:
Length: 300 cm - material: PE
www.f2-surf.com

NEW FOR 2012

IMAGINE - SIREN
Designed for women, and coming in at only 16 lbs, making it the
lightest board of this size on the market, the Siren is at home in
both ﬂat water and in the surf. The nose has an efﬁcient and narrow
displacement proﬁle so it cuts effectively through the water giving
you great glide and making it easier to get the paddle in the water.
And the classic rounded pin tail and bottom concave makes this
board surf like a pro. Easy around harbors, down rivers and across
lakes, and ready for the surf whenever you are.

SPECS:
Length: 10’6’’ - width: 30’’ - volume: 147 l - weight: 16lbs - paddler weight range: 80lbs to 200lbs
www.imaginesurf.com

NEW FOR 2012

MAKAI - LANI
The Lani Board is a traditional cruiser with a eye catching bamboo
design. She is smooth and has good performance on ﬂat water and
small waves. The top has a ﬂat shape surface and gives you a very
stable feeling. The bottom shape comes with a double concave in
the back and a single concave in the front for straight paddling on
ﬂat water and a free feeling in the waves. This board is perfect for
beginners and also for advanced and pro paddlers. Includes: CenterUS-Box Fin, two Side-FCS ﬁns and Pad

SPECS:
Length: 10’6 / 11’6 - width: 32’’ - volume: 175 l / 230 l - paddler weight range: up to 120kg
www.makaiboards.ch
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NEW FOR 2012

COREBAN - 11’6 WOOD CRUISER
The ultimate all rounder perfect for ﬁrst time riders, down-winders,
cross stepping and Hang Ten manoeuvres. A slight concave in the
nose allows for early wave entry, while the dynamic rocker line results
in a steady fast forward glide. Super stable and ready for hours of
non-stop fun. If you want to explore the true roots of SUP, this is your
brand, and this is your board to step out of the ordinary and make the
difference in terms of personal lifestyle and exploring the sports itself.

SPECS:
Length: 11’6’ - width: 30’’ - thickness: 4 5/6’’ - volume: 215 l - weight: 14 kg - paddler weight range: 65 - 110 kg
www.coreban.com

NEW FOR 2012

PAU HANA - BIG EZ
‘’We’ve never been on a more stable board’’, writes Stand Up Paddle
Surﬁng Magazine, from its product review. Chosen by SANDALS
Resorts as its ofﬁcial SUP, the Big EZ, is designed for absolute
stability, ease of use and fun! The Big EZ can be ridden tandem with
a friend, child or pet.

SPECS:
Length: 335 cm / 11’ - width: 81.28cm / 32’’ - volume: 225 liters - max. cap.: 147 kg / 325 lbs
www.PauHanaSurfCo.com

NEW FOR 2012

ZEGUL - REVOLUTION
As the main focus of the Zegul 2012 catalogue is on Australia, it
features a new product line which is ideal for this southern continent.
Stand up paddle (SUP) boarding unites fun, workout, exercise,
social binding and mental relaxation. We have launched a new Zegul
all round SUP product line, which provides more stability and good
speed.

SPECS:
Length: 377 cm - width: 82 cm - paddler weight range: 80-115 kg - max. cap.: 130 kg
www.zegulmarine.com

STARBOARD - WHOPPER
Logo_Fond_BLANC_SUPWORLDMAG.pdf

Extremely stable at 34 inches wide, the Whopper provides stability
to paddle through the most turbulent white water and other difﬁcult
conditions. Maneuvering the board is simple as it turns very easily
on the spot and its stability makes it a breeze to paddle into waves.
The mother of compact paddle board technology.

1

30/09/10

14:29

SPECS:
Length: 10’0’’ / 304.8 cm - width: 34’’ / 86.4 cm - volume: 168 L
www.star-board-sup.com

Focused on newcomers to the sport, SUP World Mag covers mostly
the recreational part of Stand Up Paddling (recreational, kids, racing, leisure,
beginners, lake shore, distance paddling, fitness, and little bit of surfing)

FITNESS, RACING, RECREATIONAL, RIVERS

www.supworldmag.com
PADDLEexpo 2012 Buyers Guide
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BIC SPORT - ACETEC SUP 9’6’’ WAHINE
Designed ﬁrst of all as an all-round performer for girls, this board is
also suited to light weight riders (under 140lbs/65kg). It is also an ideal
Performance SUP for medium-weight riders (up to 180lbs/80kg).
The balanced rocker proﬁle, smooth outline and progressive bottom
contours lend themselves to surf performance without sacriﬁcing
ﬂatwater glide. A fully convertible 2+1 FCS ﬁn conﬁguration allows
the rider to optimize performance by matching ﬁn selection for
either surf or ﬂatwater conditions. ACE TEC technology is a unique
combination of durability, lightweight and performance.
ACETEC Wahine SUP board range : 9’6 and 10’6

SPECS:
Length: 9’6 / 290 cm - width: 28.0’’ / 71 cm - weight: 23 lbs / 10,5 kg - volume: 130 l
www.bicsup.com

BIC SPORT - ACS SUP 10’4’’
Designed for beginner to intermediate riders up to 180lbs/80kg. With
the same great handling and evenly spread volume distribution as its
bigger brother, the 10’4’’ ACS SUP is as easy to ride in ﬂatwater, with
superb directional stability, as it is manoeuverable in small waves.
ACS technology is the most durable board construction available
today. ACS SUP board range : 9’4, 10’4, 11’4 and 11’4 Wind

SPECS:
Length: 10’4 / 315 cm - width: 31’0’’ / 79 cm - weight: 35 lbs / 16 kg - volume: 175 l
www.bicsup.com

BIC SPORT - C TEC SUP CLASSIC WOOD 11’6
The proven and timeless classic series blend beautiful and durable
real bamboo construction with traditional longboard outlines. Excellent
boards for ﬂatwater paddling yet equally adept in small waves, perfect
boards for performance in all conditions. The 11’6 shape offers
moderate nose and tail rocker for control and maneuverability in the
surf zone and a ﬂat middle section for efﬁcient paddling and directional
control in ﬂatwater. All Classic boards feature full glass single center
ﬁns and premium diamond groove EVA deck pads for comfort. Classic
Wood board range : 11’0, 11’6 and 12’0.

SPECS:
Length: 11’6’’ / 350 cm - width: 30.0’’ / 76 cm - weight: 31 lbs / 14.0 kg - volume: 195 l
www.bicsup.com

JP - CRUISER
The perfect Allrounder. The new shape offers a displacement bow
ﬂowing into a ﬂat gliding bottom with soft rails. This creates a long
efﬁcient water line offering a superior paddling sensation in ﬂat
water, all on a very stable platform. Not limited to ﬂat water cruising,
this board proves to be a perfect open sea racer. Catching surf easily
the cruiser generates impressive speed gliding on the ocean swells.
As soon as the swell backs off, the displacement bow comes into
play slicing through the water, reducing paddle efforts.

SPECS:
Length: 12’6’’ - width: 30’’ - volume: 296 ltr
www.jp-australia.com

MAKAI - KUANE
The Kuane was our top seller in this season because of the value
for money. No board on the market gives you such a low price on a
wood board in combination with our most liked Makai shape. Flat
bottom and double concave in the back. Our choice for all terrain, if
you paddle on lakes, river or sea you will like it. Includes: Center-USBox Fin, two Side-FCS ﬁns and Pad

SPECS:
Length: 10’6 - width: 32’’ - volume: 175 L - paddler weight range: up to 95kg
www.makaiboards.ch
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MISTRAL - ALLROUND 10’7
The Allround is for usage in all conditions - from beginners to the
more experienced paddlers - this board can be taken to all water
types and dishes out tons of fun on all occasions. The shape
features clean deck design and a large foam deck with stability pads
to get everybody into SUP. Clever construction for easy paddling,
long board surﬁng or even windsurﬁng. Fun for all in all conditions!
Your choice of board shape resulting from weight or usage, gives
you access to creeks, lakes and even the sea.

SIZES: ALLROUND 9’9 / 10’7 / 11’9
ALLAROUND 10’7 SPECS:
Specs for Allround 10’7: length: 326 cm - width: 77 cm - volume: 170 l
www.mistral.com

MISTRAL - CROSSOVER 10’6
Crossover: 10’6 Performance in leisure is about instantly having fun
and being able to go out in the widest possible range of conditions.
Versatility: You’ll have no excuses. This tolerant all-water shaped
board will give you the ability to go out no matter what, forgiving
bad feet positioning or approximate turning techniques. Its shape
is conceived to give you the best balance feeling when paddling on
ﬂat water and the ability to play in small to medium sized waves. You
can try old school freestyle windsurﬁng as well! Construction X-ply
wood-glass sandwich technology.

SPECS:
Length: 318 cm - width: 81 cm - volume: 193 l
www.mistral.com

BIC SPORT - ACETEC SUP 11’6’’
Shaped for riders up to 260lbs/120kg with substantial volume
and width for excellent lateral stability. With the volume evenly
spread along the length, its ﬁnely balanced rocker and longboardstyle outline make it easy to handle in ﬂatwater conditions while
maintaining maneuverability in the surf zone. The 11’6’’ ACE TEC
is also a great choice for families looking to bring along the kids
or pets. ACE TEC technology is a unique combination of durability,
light weight and performance. ACETEC SUP board range : 9’6, 10’6
and 10’6 Wind.

SPECS:
Length: 11’6 / 350 cm - width: 32’5’’ / 82 cm - weight: 30 lbs / 13,5 kg - Volume: 215 l
www.bicsup.com

NAISH - NALU 11’4’’ WOOD
The Nalu 11’4’’ is the high-performance sibling to the 11’6’’. It is
thinner and has more outline curve and rocker, with a one-plus-two
ﬁn setup. The 11’4’’ provides excellent all-around riding performance
and effortless, longboard-style rail to rail carving. Its volume-to-width
ratio also makes it an ideal beginner board for lighter riders. A class
favorite in both waves and ﬂatwater. Construction: Sandwich Wood,
also available in AST, Fin set-up: US 9 + FCS thruster (on Sandwich
Wood construction), US 10.5 (on AST construction)

SPECS:
Length: 11’4’’ - width: 30’’ - volume: 180 l - thickness: 4 1/2’’
www.naishsup.com

NAISH - NALU 11’6’’ WOOD
The Nalu 11’6’’ is the standard by which all other full-sized SUPs are
judged. This board is thick and stable and surfs rail to rail like a much
shorter board. Suitable for riders 200 lbs. and up, the Nalu 11’6’’
features classic lines, unbeatable construction and awesome allaround appeal. Its timeless design has made it one of the best selling
SUPs of all time. Construction: Sandwich Wood, also available in
AST construction, Fin set-up: US 10.5

SPECS:
Length: 11’6’’ - width: 29 3/4’’ - volume: 231 l - thickness: 5 1/2’’
www.naishsup.com
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PAU HANA - 10’8’’ MALIBU
The ultimate starter package, the 10’8’’ Malibu is a soft SUP that
comes with everything included, board, paddle, leash, and ﬁn.
Chosen as its board of choice by the renowned Lakota River Guides
in Vail, Colorado, it is easily paddled in the river, lake, marina, ocean,
and swimming pool. Lightweight and easy to carry.

SPECS:
Length: 10’8’’ - width: 30.5’’ - thickness: 5’’- volume: 185 l - weight: 20lbs - paddler weight range: 40lbs-275lbs - max. cap.: 275lbs
www.PauHanaSurfCo.com

PELICAN - FLOW 106
Get into Stand-Up Paddleboarding without spending a fortune.
Pelican’s Flow 106 is a multi-purpose board designed for use in ﬂat
water or light surf. Ideal for beginner to intermediate paddlers, these
boards are made of rugged RAM-X™ so you don’t need to worry
about damage from rocks and other hazards. Pelican uses Twin
Sheet Thermoforming to produce the industry’s stiffest, strongest
and most durable polyethylene boats.

SPECS:
Length: 10’6’’ / 320cm - width: 32’’ / 81cm - volume: 230 - weight: 50lb / 23kg - max. cap.: 230lb / 104kg
www.pelicansport.com

STARBOARD - ATLAS
The length and smooth rocker promotes good glide for riders at all
levels. Generous nose kick and ample tail kick makes it an easy
board to catch waves with. The thin nose proﬁle helps keeping
the swing weight down. Deck inserts are provided on the nose of
the board for gear storage. The 12’0’’ x 33’’ wide-body hull with
voluminous middle rails, creates a stable platform with good glide.

SPECS:
Length: 12’0’’ / 365.8 cm - width: 33’’ / 83.8 cm - volume: 236 L
www.star-board-sup.com

STARBOARDS - BLEND
Blend is a proven shape with excellent ﬂat water performance and
great wave riding characteristics for its size. Ample nose ﬂip makes it
easier for the novice’s ﬁrst time into waves, without taking away from
its exceptional glide qualities. Ultimate ﬂat water to wave cross-over.

SPECS:
Length: 11’2’’ / 340.4 cm - width: 30’’ / 76.2 cm - volume: 174 L
www.star-board-sup.com

ROBERTO RICCI DESIGNS - WASSUP 11 EPX
WASSUP stands for Windsurf AS SUP. This is what we call the
water bike for future generations. The WASSUP line is composed
of 4 different shapes to cover all possible riders’ uses. All boards
are great windsurf boards and are also available in a Convertible
version, with a removable center ﬁn to be able to sail upwind in light
air. The WASSUP line is built in EPX heavy duty, full double stringer
epoxy glass technology for sizes 11’’, 10’’ and 8’5’’ and in PE soft
deck and slick bottom for the 8’0’’ kids.

SPECS:
Length: 11’ x 31’’ x 4 1/2’’ - weight: 12,9 +-6% - material: Glass-Wood Sandwich
www.robertoriccidesigns.com
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NEW FOR 2012

STARBOARD - ACE PRO
The ﬂat water specialist. Designed by Brian Syzmanski for ﬂat water
racing. The board features a ﬂatter rocker, ﬂat deck and drop nose
and tail. The very narrow nose and tail outline slice through the water
offering minimal resistance.

SPECS:
Length: 14’’ / 426.7 cm - width: 28’’ / 71.1 cm - volume: 248 L
www.star-board-sup.com

NEW FOR 2012

IMAGINE - SPRINTER
What does a ‘’wave-piercing nose’’ mean to you? A nose shape
that’s designed to pierce under the waves and chop, cutting cleanly
and efﬁciently through making the board faster in all conditions.
Something completely and totally new to Stand Up. It means
everything. When we set out to design the fastest racing board in the
world, we considered every single inch of the board and how to make
it faster. We succeeded. The Sprinter is simply unmatched for all-out
speed, and we’ve given up everything else to get this speed. If you’re
racing, and want to win, this is the board. Period.

SPECS:
Length: 12'6’’ - width: 27’’ - volume: 261 l - weight: 21 lbs - paddler weight range: 100-220 lbs
www.imaginesurf.com

NEW FOR 2012

MISTRAL - M1 12'6 RACE
When it comes to talking about the performance of a racing board,
we say speed, reliability and precision! The unique M1 Race line has
the innovative Mistral Axe-Bow nose shape. The unique Axe-Bow
nose pierces through the water instead of pushing it aside, ensuring
a very rapid and clean water ﬂow whilst simultaneously chopping up
small waves. This reduction of hydrodynamic drag translates into
speed. Its wide tail allows the board to surf the swells during open
ocean races.

SPECS:
Length: 12'6 / 380cm - width: 70 cm - volume: 255 Liter
www.mistral.com

NEW FOR 2012

STARBOARD - TOURING
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The low riding nose is fully engaged when gliding over ﬂat water
and efﬁcently pierces through small chop. The low nose produces
an extended waterline creating extra glide which makes the Touring
board very fast on ﬂat water and able to accelerate quickly when
catching bumps with the wind. A fast, stable and exciting touring
design with great tracking and stability.

SPECS:
Length: 12'6’’ / 381cm - width: 30’’ / 76.2 cm
www.star-board-sup.com
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NEW FOR 2012

NAISH - GLIDE 12’’6’’ CARBON
The Glide 12’6’’ is the perfect choice for ﬂatwater adventures,
cruising with friends and recreational racing. Compared to longer
race-oriented SUP boards, the 12’6’’ is incredibly fast, but easy to
maneuver and carry. The Glide 12’6’’ has a penetrating vee nose
and ﬂat rocker, for exceptional glide. It also features ample width and
thickness for great stability. Construction: Carbon, also available in
AST construction, Fin set-up: US 11.5

SPECS:
Length: 12'6’’ - width: 30’’ - volume: 265L - thickness: 5 5/8’’
www.naishsup.com

NEW FOR 2012

NAISH - GLIDE 14'0’’ CARBON
The Glide 14’0’’ is for ocean paddling, long distance ﬂatwater
cruising, ﬁtness training and racing. Designed for speed and
directional glide, it features a low rocker displacement bow and a ﬂat
rocker bottom shape for faster acceleration with each paddle stroke.
The recessed deck gives the rider a lower center of effort and added
stability. Construction: Carbon, also available in AST construction,
Fin set-up: US 11.5

SPECS:
Length: 14'0’’ - width: 27 ¼’’ - volume: 270L - thickness: 5 ¾’’
www.naishsup.com

NEW FOR 2012

NAISH - GLIDE 14'0’’ JAVELIN
The Javelin 14’0’’ is designed for maximum speed in ﬂatwater. It
incorporates a low rocker displacement bow shape with soft rounded
rails, for the most efﬁcient ratio of paddle power to board glide.
The slender hull shape and soft rails create an extremely efﬁcient
water line while maintaining stability for average paddlers. The
sleek design of the Javelin 14’0’’ makes it a winner, hands down,
and an ideal board for ﬂatwater cruising and competitive racing.
Construction: Carbon, Fin set-up: US 11.5

SPECS:
Length: 14'0’’ - width: 26 1/8’’ - volume: 321 L - thickness: 5 ¾’’
www.naishsup.com

NEW FOR 2012

404 - 12'6 MONSTER RACE BOARD
This high performance stock racing design skillfully combines a rare
blend of speed, lightness and stability. Tipping the scales at 17 lbs, it
is the lightest production raceboard on the planet. Inspired by single
person racing hulls ranging from outrigger canoes to Olympic sprint
kayaks, ‘’the Monster’’ effortlessly slices through the water. The ﬂat
bottom and wide squaretail allow the board to plane at high speeds
and still have a clean release. This innovative race board is stable
enough for any beginner, yet fast enough to compete at the highest
level. The Monster is suitable for all bodies of water.

SPECS:
Length: 12'6'' - width: 28 ½'' - weight: 8 kg - paddler weight range: 55 - 100 kg - thickness: 5''
www.404sup.com

NEW T-SHIRTS OUT!

PADDLE

Order at paddleworld.com
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NEW FOR 2012

ROBERT RICCI DESIGNS - RACE LTD EDITION 12'6’’
The new 12’6’’ Race, is the race SUP board fully dedicated to long
distance, ﬂat water or open water race courses. We have designed
this board with one objective in mind: to create a versatile shape
that would perform on a large variety of conditions from choppy
water downwinders to ﬂat water races. It is available both in LTD
construction for Pro Racers or Classic technology for allrounders.

SPECS:
Length: 12'6’’ x 29’’ - weight: 14,2 +-6% - material: full carbon
www.robertoriccidesigns.com

BIC SPORT - C TEC SUP 12'6'' TOURING
The 12’6’’ Touring model is designed to be stable and easy to paddle
while retaining good speed for covering longer distances. With its
large and well distributed volume it’s a board that can handle larger
riders up to 250lbs/110kg or more. Its contoured nose section cuts
through chop much better than an all-around style SUP, giving it more
forward speed and a more comfortable paddling position. A recessed
deck area lowers the center of gravity for increased stability.
The 12’6 Touring is made from PVC sandwich epoxy construction
technology, allowing us to manufacture boards that are both
lightweight and durable.

SPECS:
Length : 12’6’’ / 381 cm - width : 29’5’’ / 75 cm - weight : 33 lbs / 15.0 kg - volume : 240 l
www.bicsup.com

PAU HANA - 12'6’’ CROSSFIT
The 12’6’’ SG2 Crossﬁt is made for high performance training in
ﬂatwater or ocean, but is also a competitive stock class raceboard
with race proven results in the 2011 Battle of the Paddle in Honolulu
Hawaii. Competitive athletes will ﬁnd the board well suited for
cardiovascular workouts and core ﬁtness training. The Crossﬁt
features a unique a Halotex panel which provides stiffness and
rigidity in the form of a lightweight carbonﬁber and bamboo plate
running from the nose to the tail.

SPECS:
Length: 12'6’’ - width: 29’’ - thickness: 8’’ - volume: 285 l - weight: 28lbs - paddler weight range: 50 – 340lbs - max. cap.: 340lbs
www.PauHanaSurfCo.com

STARBOARD - K-15
The K-15 is extremely efﬁcient, user friendly and fast. The slightly
rounded sleek underwater hull with a sharp nose gives a fantastic
paddling sensation on ﬂatter water. The shape also travels fast and
smoothly in choppy water on all courses. The K-15 is a complete
breakthrough and comes directly from one of the greatest designers
of our time.

SPECS:
Length: 15’’ / 457.2 cm - width: 30’’ / 76.2 cm - volume: 228 L
www.star-board-sup.com

STARBOARD - RACE
The 12’6’’ Race designs excel especially in windy and choppy
conditions. 12’6’’ x 31.5’’ is a wider sporty touring board. 12’6’’ x
29.5’’ is a perfect choice for heavier riders. 12’6’’ x 27.5’’ is used by
Connor Baxter to win the prestigious Hawaiian races in the 12’6’’
class.

SPECS:
Length: 12'6’’ / 381cm - width: 29.5’’ / 74.9cm - volume: 277 L
www.star-board-sup.com
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NEW FOR 2012

NAISH - MANA AIR 10'0’’, 6’’
The Mana Air 6’’ is hands down the most rigid, stable, performanceoriented inﬂatable SUP board on market. The board comes complete
with a high-pressure gauge pump, deck pad, carry handle, cargo net
and a durable canvas carry case. Construction: Dropstitch air, Fin setup: Slide in + ﬁxed side ﬁns

SPECS:
Length: 10'0’’ - width: 33’’ - thickness: 6’’ - volume: 210L - weight: 26.5 lbs
www.naishsup.com

NEW FOR 2012

STARBOARD - ASTRO INFLATABLE
A range of world class inﬂatable paddle boards ranging from
dedicated surf, to whitewater and touring. The shapes are based
on our popular Converse, Whopper and Blend thus favorites for
whitewater enthusiasts, travelers and those with limited storage
space. We introduce nose concave and continuous rocker into
the bottom hull shape to more closely represent our standard
technologies, vastly improving normal inﬂatable performance. The
11’2’’ x 32’’ is best suited for all around paddling and touring. The
10’0’’x35’’ is the widest and most stable SUP on the market suiting
whitewater paddlers or anyone seeking a stable platform. The
9’0’’x30’’ will get you out ripping in the waves.

SPECS:
Length: 304.8 cm / 10’0’’ - width: 88.9 cm / 35’’
www.star-board-sup.com

NEW FOR 2012

AQUADESIGN - WAVE S.U.P
Seaside, lake and river. Works for novice or very experienced
paddlers. Stand Up Paddle in Drop Stitch PVC 1100 DTEX, ‘’D’’
ring to ﬁx a leash, 3 directional ﬁns, EVA foam anti-slip in two colors,
inﬂating H/R valve, 1 repair kit, 1 SUP hand pump with nanometer.
Dimensions folded : 75 x 45 x 20 cm. Allows high pressure inﬂation
(0,89 Bar - 13 PSI).

SPECS:
Length: 3 m - weight: 10 kg - material: Drop Stitch PVC 1100 DTEX
www.aquadesign.eu

NEW FOR 2012

BIC SPORT - SUP’ AIR 11’0’’
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The all-new SUP Air 11’0’’ has been designed for all those plane,
train and boat trippers who like to take their sport with them. Made
from a highly abrasion, UV and knock-resistant PVC, our patented
manufacturing technology has enabled us to deliver boards that are
strong, easy to learn on and deliver a smooth ride on ﬂat water, in
small waves and mild rapids. Comes with a compact carry/storage
bag and pump for inﬂation, the SUP Air 11’0’’ BIC Sport Paddle Surf is
simple to transport and set up for use.

SPECS:
Length: 11’0’’/335 cm - width: 29’5’’ / 75 cm - weight: 26 lbs / 12.0 kg - volume: 205 l
www.bicsup.com
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NEW FOR 2012

INCEPT - BLOWFISH
Equally at home charging in the surfbreaks or cruising inland
waterways and rivers – the Blowﬁsh really does it all. It’s the ideal
travel board or a versatile all rounder for the whole family to enjoy.
Adventurers made an 180-km journey on the Blowﬁsh – a testament
to its rugged strength and durability.

SPECS:
Length: 320 cm - width: 75 cm - volume: 225L - weight: 14.5kg - paddler weight range: up to 120kg
www.incept.co.nz

NEW FOR 2012

NRS - BIG BARON
The big brother to our popular Big Earl SUP, the NRS Big Baron
SUP just gives you a little more to love. This jumbo-sized, superstable inﬂatable SUP is great for bigger-bodied paddlers. It rolls up
so compactly that it ﬁts in a backpack, and the unique drop-stitch PVC
construction inﬂates to 15 psi in just minutes. That’s engineering talk
for ‘’rock hard.’’ Top-quality Leaﬁeld C7 valve ensures easy, reliable
inﬂation and deﬂation. Three removable, interchangeable ﬁns let you
customize your board for tracking and turning to suit the water you’re
riding. The NRS Big Baron SUP comes with a pump, pressure gauge
and even a backpack for transporting the board.

SPECS:
Length: 11'4’’ - width: 36’’ - thickness: 4’’ - weight: 33 lbs
www.nrsweb.com

NEW FOR 2012

ZPRO - WOOSUP SPORT
Versatile SUP and Sit On Top. Suitable for begginers as well as
experienced paddlers. Supplied with one seat and foot rest. This SUP
allows you to convert your SUP into a more relaxing sit-on-top. Single
layer drop stitch material. Designed to be used on calm waters : rivers,
lakes, sea shore.

SPECS:
Length: 335 cm – width: 75 cm – weight: 11 kg – Bow/Stern rocker: 17 cm
www.zpro.eu.com

NEW FOR 2012

NRS - REEL
Stand up paddling, meet stand up ﬁshing. The big, stable NRS Reel
Fishing SUP rolls up and ﬁts in a backpack, inﬂates to total rigidity in
minutes, and lets you bring all your gear along for a ﬁshing experience
like no other. The unique drop-stitch PVC construction lets you inﬂate
this board to a rock-hard 15 psi. 20 attachment D-rings, bungee lacing,
and 2 Scotty Mount pads give you tons of options for lashing down
your cooler, tackle and other gear. Three removable, interchangeable
ﬁns let you customize your board for tracking and turning to suit the
water you’re ﬁshing.

SPECS:
Length: 11'4’’ - width: 36’’ - thickness: 4'' - weight: 35 lbs
www.nrsweb.com

NEW FOR 2012

RED PADDLE - RED AIR NINESIX ALLWATER
The Allwater from Red Paddle Co is designed to do it all and do it
anywhere, from whitewater paddling to ﬂat water cruising and surﬁng.
It’s wider than other boards in it’s class so gives great stability while not
compromising on performance The Red Air is Europe’s most popular
inﬂatable SUP board. Superior stiffness, durability and performance at
the right price. Our 2012 range has new high traction deck pads, stiffer
rail tapes, padded carry handle and updated rocker lines to maximise
the construction advantages. Best of all they are just great fun and
really easy to travel with.

SPECS:
Length: 9’ 6’’ - width: 32’’ - thickness: 4’’ - volume: 199 L - weight: 10 kg
www.redpaddleco.com
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NEW FOR 2012

RED PADDLE - RED AIR TENSIX
The Red Air is Europe’s most popular inﬂatable SUP board, offering
superior stiffness, durability and performance at the right price. Red
Paddle Co only make inﬂatable boards so we are 100% dedicated
to making them the best. They are built to last and built to perform.
Our 2012 range has new high traction deck pads, stiffer rail tapes,
padded carry handle and updated rocker lines to maximise the
construction advantages. Best of all they are just great fun and really
easy to travel with.

SPECS:
Length: 10’ 6’’ - width: 32’’ - thickness: 4’’ - volume: 210 L - weight: 10 kg - paddler weight range: up to 110 kg
www.redpaddleco.com

NEW FOR 2012

AIRBOARD - TRAVEL
The inﬂatable Airboard-Travel SUP board is a sturdy all-around sports
device is ideal for rivers, lakes or the ocean. It is highly resistant, easy
to transport and a reliable companion for memorable adventures.
Features: - GoPro pads; Exchangeable ﬁns; Tracking rail; Luggage
rack; Shape / geometry: The short wide shape allows a high stability
side- and lengthwise - but is still ﬂexible to follow the directive
movements of the SUP surfer.

SPECS:
Length: 280 cm / 9' 2'' - width: 89 cm / 35'' - thickness: 6'' - volume: 260 Liter - weight: 9.8kg - paddler weight range: max. 180kg
www.fun-care.ch

NEW FOR 2012

C4 WATERMAN - RAPID RIDER
Whitewater ahead! Boiling rocks, submerged snags, standing waves,
vortices-sure hope you aren’t standing on some big box pool toy when
you shoot the rapids. Hard-body SUPs are shredded into ﬁberglass
matchsticks, and cheap copycat inﬂatables fold up like a soggy taco
shell. But the Rapid Rider is the stand-up paddleboard that doesn’t
need to run from the gnarliest whitewater rapids. This militarygrade inﬂatable SUP is the result of four years of intensive R & D
by C4 Waterman’s crack team of river-to-sea experts. Cross-currents,
savage hydraulics, sucking vortices-nothing alarms the unique
triangular plan shape and Double-X width of the C4 Rapid Rider.

SPECS:
Length: 10'0 - width: 34'' - thickness: 4’’ - weight: 10.5kgs - paddler weight range: up to 120kg
www.c4waterman.de

RED PADDLE - RED AIR NINEFOUR
The Red Air NineFour is built to perform and built to travel. There’s
nothing in the Red Paddle range that comes close to this board for
inﬂatable Surﬁng performance. It also works amazingly well as a kid’s
board for all types of padding. Tested in all types of surf and taken to
the limit by our NZ test team rider Armie Armstrong the NineFour is
the number one choice for the travelling SUP surfer. Built to last and
built to perform.

SPECS:
Length: 9’ 4’’ - width: 30’’ - volume: 150 l - weight: 10 kg
www.redpaddleco.com

ZPRO - WOOSUP EXPERT
The sport version, suitable for advanced paddlers. Simple layer drop
stitch material doubled with extra fabric layer on top and bottom for
more rigidity. Sleek body for great gliding and surﬁng sensations.
Designed to be used on calm waters, waves and small surf, on rivers,
lakes, and coastlines.

SPECS:
Length: 335 cm – width: 75 cm – weight: 10 kg – Bow/Stern rocker: 17 cm
www.zpro.eu.com
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ZPRO - WOOSUP XL
Extra wide SUP. Suitable for beginners as well as experenced
paddlers. Simple layer drop stitch material doubled with extra fabric
layer on top and bottom for more rigidity. Wide body for extra buoyancy
and easier balance. Designed to be used on calm waters, waves and
small surf, on rivers, lakes, and coastlines.

SPECS:
Length: 335 cm – width: 86 cm – weight: 11 kg – Bow/Stern rocker : 17 cm
www.zpro.eu.com

EGALIS - SUP EGALIS
The air SUP Egalis offers a high quality inﬂatable board. It is the most
rigid and stable inﬂatable SUP board on the market. Easy and fast to
inﬂate and deﬂate, compact, you fold it and pack it in few minutes in a
rucksack 86 x 30 x 40 cm / 11 kg. The Egalis air SUP comes complete
with a pressure gauge pump, a ﬁn and a 3.30 m leash.

SPECS:
Length: 330 cm - width: 80 cm - weight: 10 kg - max. cap.: 110 Kg
www.egalis.fr
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NEW FOR 2012

STARBOARD - 7'7’’ X 27’’ PRO
We started with the 8’0’’ Pro as a benchmark and scaled it down to
7’7’’ x 27,’’ which worked right away. Try this board if you are under
60 kg (132 pounds) and have ambitions of winning the World Tour. A
pro board for the next generation. Zane Schweitzer signature model.

SPECS:
Length: 7'7’’ / 231.1cm - width: 27’’ / 68.6cm - volume: 98L
www.star-board-sup.com

NEW FOR 2012

STARBOARD - CONVERSE
An extraordinary board, delivering an absolutely amazing feel
through turns. The new Converse has been improved vastly through
a full single concave bottom shape. This incredible board shape
guarantees instant satisfaction in all elements. Maneuverability and
stability in a short length.

SPECS:
Length: 9'0’’ / 274.3 cm - width: 30’’ / 76.2 cm - volume: 137 L
www.star-board-sup.com

NEW FOR 2012

NAISH - ALANA 9'5’’ WOOD
The Alana 9’5’’ is designed for women, with a compact shape for
stability, effortless paddling and easy transport. It has a wide outline
and a moderately broad nose and tail, which provides stability and
acceleration when paddling in ﬂatwater or catching waves. Once on
a wave, its exaggerated tail rocker makes it easy to turn. The shorter
length coupled with its lightweight, makes it easy to transport in most
SUVs and mini vans. Construction: Sandwich Wood, Fin set-up: US
6.5 + FCS thruster

SPECS:
Length: 9'5’’ - width: 31’’ - thickness: 4 3/4’’ - volume: 201 L
www.naishsup.com

NEW FOR 2012

NAISH - HOKUA 9'5’’ WOOD
The 9’5’’ is an extremely versatile shortboard-style SUP. With its fast
rocker, it can be ridden with either a quad or thruster FCS ﬁn setup.
The wide nose and lower entry rocker combined with its hybrid
outline and accelerated tail kick deliver an excellent balance of long
and short boardriding styles. Perfect for slower waves, people new
to waveriding who don’t want to outgrow their board, and for riders
looking for one waveboard that can do it all. Construction: Sandwich
Wood, Fin set-up: US 6.5 + FCS thruster

SPECS:
Length: 9'5’’ - width: 29 ½’’ - thickness: 4 3/8’’ - volume: 140L
www.naishsup.com
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NEW FOR 2012

F2 - SUP HD
The SUP HD is our newest toy for everyone! Whoever wants to have
unlimited fun on the water in all kinds of surﬁng spots needs to have
one of these. Whether you are longboard surﬁng, SUP paddling or
wave surﬁng, the SUP HD has it all. With the short and wide shape
concept and the high-resistant skin, the board has proven its durability
and its ﬂexibility in transportation as the board ﬁts in most vans. The
big volume of the board not only helps beginners to improve their skills
in paddling quickly but also keeps paddlers high and dry above the
waterline. The HD construction makes the board nearly indestructable.

SPECS:
Length: 300 - material: PE
www.f2-surf.com

NEW FOR 2012

MAKAI - HONU
The Honu is our diamante in good and perfect wave conditions
also used from advanced paddlers in lakes and rivers for a bigger
challenge and practice new tricks. Flat shape in the middle and
slanted sidewalls and swallowtail for doing all the radical cuts in the
waves. The rocker in front is huge for the take off and easy possible
to catch the waves. It’s a must for all stand up wake surfers who
like to ride the wave behind the boat and do some 360’s. Includes:
Center-US-Box Fin, two Side-FCS ﬁns and Pad.

SPECS:
Length: 9'2 - width: 29’’ - volume: 130 l - paddler weight range: up to 80kg
www.makaiboards.ch

NEW FOR 2012

STARBOARD - SEVEN ELEVEN
Advanced SUP riders are suited to get the most from this board.
Radically responsive, few boards will match its rail to rail ability,
vertical projection, speed down the line and ability to ﬁt into the
pocket. It will possibly test your balance, but the performance payoffs are worth it. WARNING, this short shape will quickly carry you to
another performance dimension.

SPECS:
Length: 7'11’’ / 241.3cm - width: 29.5’’ / 74.9cm - volume: 116L
www.star-board-sup.com

F2 - SUP CHILLOUT
The cruiser - which also works really well in waves up to 3 meters - is
a classic shape of modern SUP board: easy planing, easy to paddle,
easy turning on the waves. Just a board that works for you every
day - if just for workout or for a sunny day on the world’s coastlines.
Features: • Flat rocker-line for easy planning • Even volume
distribution for a good balance • Side pad bumps for a comfortable
standing • Truster or single ﬁn setup for ﬂatwater or wave surﬁng •
Comfortable footpad with a lot of grip • Can be used for Windsurﬁng

SPECS:
Length: 320 cm - weight: 10.5 kg - material: Wood Sandwich Technology
www.f2-surf.com

NAISH - HOKUA 8'5’’ WOOD
The Hokua 8’5’’ has one goal – to make the most out of every wave.
The board combines a single-concave in the nose with a doubleconcave center section, leading into an accelerated vee out the
tail. The increased tail kick allows this shape to release off the top
effortlessly, while the center vee section keeps the board loose rail to
rail and easy to bottom turn. Unlike many other boards, the rocker of
the 8’5’’ does not require you to shift body weight excessively front
to rear, resulting in a shortboard-style ride. Construction: Sandwich
Wood, Fin set-up: US 5.5 + FCS thruster

SPECS:
Length: 8'5’’ - width: 28’’ - thickness: 3 3/4’’ - volume: 115L
www.naishsup.com
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NEW FOR 2012

NAISH - MANA 10'0’’ WOOD
The Mana 10’0’’ is designed for paddlers of any size in small surf.
Its width and outline make it exceptionally stable, so riding small
waves becomes unbelievably effortless to master. Its single-concave
bottom shape and exaggerated tail rocker set the standard in terms
of maneuverability. Surﬁng the Mana 10’0’’ is incredibly easy and
fun, which is why this board has become a worldwide best seller.
Construction: Sandwich Wood, also available in AST construction,
Fin set-up: US 6.5 + FCS thruster.

SPECS:
Length: 10'0’’ - width: 32’’ - thickness: 4 3/4’’ - volume: 210L
www.naishsup.com

NEW FOR 2012

STARBOARS - 9'1’’ X 29’’ PRO
The outline and rocker is suited to handle the longer lines and extra
speed and power of larger waves. The thinner low apex rails aid in
control and sensitivity in all wave sizes. Its single concave bottom
shape provides excellent acceleration when getting onto a wave and
drive when engaging the rail through a turn. Basically a board for
ripping.

SPECS:
Length: 9'1’’ / 276.9cm - width: 29’’ / 73.7cm - volume: 136L
www.star-board-sup.com
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This category is the host to all those boards whose uses are too speciﬁc to establish a general category. Strong boards for whitewater
rivers, boards made speciﬁcally to go ﬁshing, etc.

NEW FOR 2012

IMAGINE - WIZARD ANGLER
Recreational Stand Up Paddling has never been as varied and fun
as it is with the Wizard. From simple evening paddles after work, to
all day ﬁshing trips, to paddles down the coast, exploring bays and
estuaries, this SUP has you covered. Large hatches for easy access
to the inside, a ﬂip up seat-back and heel rests so you can paddle
it seated, ﬁshing rod holders, deck bungees for storage, and more.

SPECS:
Length: 11' - width: 36'' - volume: 336 l - weight: 64lbs - paddler weight range: 100-300lbs
www.imaginesurf.com

NEW FOR 2012

STARBOARD - FISHERMAN

122

The Fisherman’s extra wide hull with high stabilizing rails and dug
out mid-deck section offers an ultra stable platform. Features like
drain channels, multiple tie-down positions, and TallonTM inserts
make the Fisherman a revolutionary multi-purpose stand up paddle
board. Experience waterways through stability and glide like never
before.

SPECS:
Length: 11'2’’ / 340.4 cm - width: 37’’ / 94cm - volume: 250 L
www.star-board-sup.com
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NEW FOR 2012

NEW FOR 2012

NAISH - KAHOLO

QUICKBLADE - MAGIC RACER

Full carbon mega-lightweight high performance paddles.
FEATURES: • 100% 3K pre-preg carbon blade and shaft • Vario
pressure cleat • Vario alignment measurements • Cut-to-length
alignment measurements (on ﬁxed) • Tahitian T-handle with
traction grip • Push-pin blade connector (on 3-piece) • Blade edge
protector included • Padded blade cover included • Padded travel
case included (on 3-piece) 8.0 Vario RDS 9.0 Vario 3-piece SDS
8.0 Fixed RDS 9.0 Fixed SDS

‘’Dear God, if you’re listening, I promise if you get me out of this
I’ll do whatever you want, I’ll be a better person and I’ll never ask
for anything again and I’ll even stop calling in sick when the surf is
goin’ off, probably, but I’m going to need an answer pretty quick’’
- prayers of a typical Quickblade rider paddling in front of a huge
swell! Quickblade Magic Elite Racer - magically turn other paddles
into anchors. Made from the world’s ﬁnest carbon ﬁbre, passion
and commitment.

SPECS:

SPECS:

Length: 8.0 Vario and Fixed RDS, 9.0 Vario 3-piece SDS and Fixed SDS
Blade size: 8in / 9in - material: 100% 3K pre-preg

Length: up to 230 cm - weight: 16.2 to 16.6 oz - blade size: 90 to 110 sq. - material: all
carbon

www.naishsup.com

www.quickbladepaddles.com

NEW FOR 2012

NEW FOR 2012

C4 WATERMAN - X-WING

NRS - CADENCE CARBON

A revolutionary new paddle design! With the patented X-shape on
the shaft above the blade the paddler can paddle faster with less
drag and increase efﬁciency. A true race-winner!!

For a great value in adjustable carbon ﬁber SUP paddles, look
no further than the NRS Cadence Carbon SUP Paddle. This stiff,
lightweight and affordable paddle helps you go further faster,
and with less fatigue. Our solid dual-pin quick-adjust coupler lets
you easily adjust the paddle’s length to match your height and
paddling style. The ergonomic T-grip provides a comfortable,
powerful top-hand position. This two-piece design features a
foam-ﬁlled shaft for excellent ﬂotation.

SPECS:

SPECS:

www.c4waterman.com

www.nrsweb.com

Length: customized - blade size: 7.5’’ diameter - material: Carbon

Length: 66’’ – 91’’ with 4 adjustment points - weight: 29 oz - material: Carbon ﬁber

NEW FOR 2012

NEW FOR 2012

SELECT - WAVE PRO

TNP - SUP PADDLE

The Wave Pro SUP Stand Up has been designed for the most
demanding surfers. Very light, the Wave Pro blade offers an
incredible ﬂoatability providing better support in surf and in
propulsion. Very comfortable, it is equipped with an ovalized shaft
making it very easy to paddle from one side of the board to the
other.

New models from the TNP production for all SUP enthusiasts!
You can choose from three different types of well-balanced blade
shapes, each specially designed to ﬁt exactly your performance.
The light-weighted blades together with the carbon or glassﬁber
shaft enables you perfectly smooth and effective strokes. You can
opt to choose an extension up to 20 cm with our Vario Pro YP
coupling.

SPECS:

SPECS:

Length: 185-235 cm - weight: 525gr - blade size: S / M / L - material: Carbon

Length: 160-230 cm - weight: from 635 g - blade size: 550-737 cm² - material:
Polycarbonate composite

http://select-kayaks.com

www.tnp.cz
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NEW FOR 2012

Z & J SPORT - SUP PADDLE

LETTMANN - SUP BENT

Brand new SUP toy with the following features: • clear coated
paddle blade • PVC foam core paddle • adjustable carbon shaft • 3
blade shape, 5 carbon shaft options: Carbon SUP paddle (carbon
shaft+carbon blade); Kevlar SUP paddle (carbon shaft+kevlar
blade); Fiberglass SUP paddle (carbon shaft + ﬁberglass blade);
Hybrid SUP paddle (carbon shaft+ wood blade); Wood SUP
paddle (wood shaft+ wood blade)

The Bent is our SUP-paddle with a large and stiff form core blade.
Designed as a whitewater and sprint paddle for strong paddlers,
the Bent has more pressure than you deserve. You can choose a
ﬁxed shaft or one with an adjustable length.

SPECS:

length: 214cm - weight: about600g - blade size: 42x22cm / 42x23.5cm / 44cmx22.8cm material: carbon ﬁber, kevlar, ﬁberglass

SPECS:

www.zijie-sport.com

www.lettmann.de

WERNER - BENT SHAFT SUP

SOMMER DESIGNS – SUP 2

Werner’s Bent shaft SUP’s are available with either the Fuse or
Nitro blades. The bend in the shaft creates a stable leverage point
during paddling which increases comfort and control. The natural
alignment of the wrist reduces strain and fatigue, allowing you to
pull much harder with less chance of injury than with a straight
shaft. What this means to you is that you will be able to avoid over
gripping the shaft which can lead to injuries. The bent shaft in
conjunction with blade dihedral creates a super stable and smooth
paddling paddle with absolutely no ﬂutter.

The SUP2 comes with a carbon/kevlar blade and a tapered
carbon shaft (32 – 22 mm) for an easier, more controlled paddle
swap from side to side. The paddle has a 7° offset blade and is
slightly concave for a smoother more powerful catch. The 20”
(51 cm) long, narrow blade is designed to utilise the leverage of
the standing position while paddling forward. As for surﬁng, the
paddle will provide the right amount of “spring” during your bottom
turns. Designed and made in Okere Falls New Zealand.

Length: custom - weight: 850 g - blade size: large - material: carbon foam core

SPECS:

SPECS:

Length: 74’’ – 86’’ - weight: 26.5 oz - blade size: Nitro 100 sq in / Fuse 110 sq in - material:
Performance Core Carbon

Length: 150 – 225 cm - weight: 700 g - blade size: 51 x 17.8 - 20.3 cm / 20’’ x 7’’- 8’’ material: Carbon/Kevlar

www.wernerpaddles.com

www.sommerdesigns.co.nz

Nikki Gregg
5’9’’
onal Trainer
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PADDLER:
HEIGHT:
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WHAT’S YOUR
PADDLE
PRESCRIPTION?
Discover your custom ﬁt SUP

‹
‹
‹

increase your performance
reduce your fatigue
and have more fun on the water

Werner offers advanced design features with a variety of ﬁt
options to help you choose a truly custom ﬁt paddle. Your
custom ﬁt paddle is waiting for you.
Our web site has more for you.
Fit Guide: Answer a few
questions and discover your
custom ﬁt Werner paddle.

SUP is so versatile and fun, and can
be done nearly everywhere you ﬁnd
water. My perfect ﬁt ≥
1-piece
— Nikki Gregg
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WERNERtv: Hear what real
people are saying about their
love for Werner paddles.

NITRO 74”

1.800.275.3311
www.wernerpaddles.com

HealthyWaters: Buy a
Werner paddle and choose
which of our non-proﬁt partners
you would like to support. We’ll
make a donation in your name.
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NEW FOR 2012

NEW FOR 2012

NAISH - MAKANI

ROBSON - SUP RACE

Lightweight carbon/glass fusion paddles for all-around use.
FEATURES: • Carbon/glass pre-preg blade • 70% carbon shaft
• Vario pressure cleat • Vario alignment measurements • Cut-tolength alignment measurements (on ﬁxed) • Tahitian T-handle with
traction grip • Blade edge protector included 8.0 Vario RDS 9.0
Vario SDS 8.0 Fixed RDS 9.0 Fixed SDS

The Race performance orientated blade is well balanced,
promotes a smooth stroke and is great for straight ahead tracking.
The teardrop shaped blade, made with optimum laminate
ﬁberglass contruction, is good for lighter paddlers or for a high
frenquency paddling style. An oval index shaft and ABS Palm style
grip round out this lightweight paddle.

SPECS:

SPECS:

Length: 8.0 Vario and Fixed RDS, 9.0 Vario and Fixed SDS - blade size: 8in / 9in material: Carbon/glass pre-preg

Length: custom - weight: 800 gr - blade size: custom - material: Fiberglass

www.naishsup.com

www.robson.de

NEW FOR 2012

NEW FOR 2012

EGALIS - SWAN ALU VARIO

EGALIS - SWAN VARIO THERMOCARBONE

Durable and lighweight aluminium/ﬁbrylon SUP paddle for
beginners to advanced paddlers, Black anodized Ø 30 mm
aluminium shaft, ﬁbrylon blade, vario ergonomic grip. 3 lengthes
available.

The perfect touring paddle that offers gentle power for the
paddler. Adapts to all sea conditions and ideal for low angle
paddlers, making strokes effortless even under strong winds.
High technology blade design offers powerful propulsion to travel
further with each stroke.

SPECS:

SPECS:

Length: 160-180 / 180-200 / 200-220 cm - weight: 810 g - blade size: 42,5 x 22 cm material: Fibrylon

Weight: 780 g - blade size: 42.5 x 22 cm - material: Carbonilium/Thermocarbone

www.egalis.fr

www.egalis.fr

AINSWORTH - NC103 SUP

MOLL - STAND UP RIM

Tough Nylon66. Long Glass ﬁbre, Stand Up Surf paddle
Power face with dihedral and back face sculpted to balance the
blade makes sculling strokes simple. This is a tried and tested
SUP paddle that now is available with a telescopic shaft option.
Easy to adjust when paddling.

The joystick for the new trend! Sturdy and easy-to-care-for in
proven RIM technology. Easy handling thanks to its high selfbuoyancy. For novices and intermediates, for centers and rentals.
The excellent cost effectiveness convinces them all! Made in
Germany

SPECS:

SPECS:

Sizes 60 ins – 85 ins

Length: 220 cm, uncut - weight: ca. 1020 g - blade size: 41 x 22,4 cm - material: Puro RIM

www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk

www.moll-paddel.de
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SPECIFIC GEAR

SUP

NEW FOR 2012

C4 WATERMAN - REMOVABLE FCS FIN
SYSTEM FOR INFLATABLE BOARDS
The Cuttle Fish is a new patent pending design by C4
Waterman. Some feel that rubber ﬁns are the Achilles heel
of inﬂatable boards, not any more, the cuttle ﬁsh works
with traditional surfboard ﬁns. Cuttle ﬁsh can be found on
the underside of ALL of the new C4 Waterman inﬂatable
SUP’s. The cuttle ﬁsh can also be mounted to the deck of a
board for multi-purpose mounts like, Go-pro cameras, pole
holders, bungee and webbing.

NEW FOR 2012

DUEM STUFF - SUP PFD

NRS - QUICK RELEASE SUP LEASH

This SUP/SURFski vest is designed for sports where body
position is slightly different that in whitewater or touring kayak.
It is constructed more as a neoprene shirt or jacket in order to
ﬁt the body very well and ﬂotation foam can be distributed in
many different parts. By using this method we have achieved
a very thin and tight vest that does not need any straps or
adjustments. Ideal for SUP and sit on tops. Features: • 2mm
ultraspan neoprene base • mesh inner drain system • Airex
ﬂoatation foam • Ergonomically designed

Finally, a SUP leash that’s safe to use in whitewater as well
as surf. The NRS Quick Release SUP Leash features a
quick-release waist belt so you can safely disengage from
the leash during a bad swim. The waist belt converts to an
ankle/calf strap for use in surf. Two leashes in one! The
20 inch long coiled leash stretches to 11 feet, and the inline swivel prevents the leash from tangling up or getting
in your way. Two pockets on the waist belt hold small
essentials. Tether the leash to a ﬁberglass board with the
included prussic cord loop.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL
www.c4waterman.com

NEW FOR 2012

www.duemstuff.com

NEW FOR 2012

www.nrsweb.com

NEW FOR 2012

NEW FOR 2012

SEALS - SAFETY TETHER

QUIVER - KADDY

NAISH - PADDED PADDLE BAG

New from Seals Sprayskirts & Accessories is our SUP
Safety Tether. This product features a combination of static
and elastic webbing. Its unique design allows adjustment
of the tether length to ﬁt your needs. The adjustable
neoprene ankle band features an anti-kink connection to
the tether. This product is intended for light to moderate
water conditions – not suitable for surf zones. Cut and
Sewn in the USA.

The Quiver Kaddy is a great surf vehicle, which can be
used to transport multiple SUP boards to your desired
location - and it tows behind your bike! It has a unique
folding mechanism for easy storage and transportation.

Size: Adjustable
• Padded travel paddle protection
• Length adjustment system to ﬁt paddles up to 220 cm
• External storage pouch

Length: 85 cm - Width: 63 cm
www.sealsskirts.com
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www.naishsup.com

